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The biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) test is widely used for measur-
ing the pollutional strengtp of sewage, industrial wastes or other 
pollµted waters. This test is designed to measure the amount of molecu-
lar qxygen required to stabilize the decomposable matter present in a 
water by aerobic biochemical mechanisms. The oxygen demand is exerted 
by three classes of matter; carbonaceous matter, oxidizable nitrogen, 
and certain chemical reducing compounds. The organic material, which 
gives carbonaceous oxygen demand, and nitrogen in the form of NH4 are 
subject tp bacterial oxidation. Heterotrophic bacteria are responsible 
for the degradation of organic material while autotrophic bacteria oxi-
dize ammonia. Reducing compounds generally represent a chemical demand 
rather than a biochemical demand. It is the carbonaceous BOD that is of 
primary interest. 
Literature Review 
A forerunner of the BOD test was the oxygen absorption test from 
which evolved the chemical oxygen demand test. This method failed to 
recognize that a biological process was the cause of oxidation of the 
organiq matter present; however,it did attempt to determine the oxi-
dizable matter present quantitatively. Forchamer first proposed the 
potassium permanganate technique for this determination in 1894 (1). 
Winkler in 1888 proposed his classic method for dissolved oxygen deter-
1 
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mination which with its modifications has become a standard technique in 
the biochemica~ oxygen demand test(~). Phelps (3) in 1909 tirst attempt-
e~ to establish a mathematical relationship describing the observed rate 
of oxygen uptake of sewage. He used that principle of physical chemistry 
which states that the velocity of a chemical reaction is a function of 
some power of the concentration of the reacting substances. In the case 
of BOD, the re~ction varied directly as the concentration of the food 
supply, measured inter~ of its oxidizability. This relation assumes 
that a 10 percent dilution of carbon sour~e has a reaction rate one 
tenth the reaction rate of a lOO percent sample. Theriault (2) in 1927 
in his classical work found that Phelps' monomolecular or first order 
decreasing rate formula did describe the first or carbonaceous stage of 
deoxygenation. Furthermore Theriault found that · the velocity constant 
\~) was Q.10 for all the various river waters he tested. In a latter 
work Phelps (4) stated that there ~s no reason to expect the kinetics 
of BOD exertion to be first order decreasing rate. This has been stat-
ed Pf others many times since Phelps. 
It is interesting to note that in his studies measuring the BOD of 
river water Theriau.J,.t used tap water to dilute his samples. Since that 
time many investigators have been concerned with defining optimum stand-
~rd conditions under which the BOD test should be run. Many of these 
investigations nave involved the effects of various BOD dilution water. 
Butterfield (5) states that the rate of biochemical oxidation is a func-
tion of the rate of growth and reproduction of viable organisms present. 
To obtain maximum BOD suffici~nt cell building elements, such as nitro-
gen, phosphorus, etc. must be present ~n the waste or in the dilution 
water. Heµkelekian and Chamberlain (6) found that stream water with the 
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lowest concentration of salts gave the lowest BOD. lhey compared five 
artif:i,.cial dilution waters but from the~r results they could not recommend 
any one of them. None of their dilution waters contained nitrogen. 
Holderby and Lea (7) investigated the effect of the pH of dilution water 
and found that within a pH range of 7.0 to 9.0 that the pH of bicarbonate 
I I 
dilution water had little or no effect on the BOD of domestic sewage or 
packing plant wastes. Lea and Nichols (8) found that the addition of 
tion water ma.de it a far superior medium for biochemical oxidation 
during the BOD test. Finally Ruchhoft (9) in a report to the Dilution 
Water Study Committee of the Federatiop of Sew?ge Works Associations 
recommended tqe use of the inorganic salts that are now described in the 
11th edition of Standard Methods (10) 
Many investigations have also been unde~taken to describe the type 
kinetics and velocity constants observed by Phelps and Theriault .in a 
more accurate manner. A departure, occuring at 8 to 10 days, from the 
"normal" rate of' oxidation which could not be explained by the first 
order BOD equation was noted by many investigators. This departure 
w~s attributed to nitrification. It was generally observed thr1t the 
nitrifying organisms did not begin to a~sert themselves until most of 
the oarbonaceous oxygen demand had been exerted, Heukelekian (11) gave 
ev:i,.dence indicating that oxidation of carbonaceous materials does not 
inhibit or retard nitrification which can take place simultaneously 
with carbonaceous BOD exertion provided that oxidation of carbonaceous 
.inaterials does not produce a deficiency of oxygen or available nitrogen 
and there is an active nitrifying flora present. Tttere usually is such 
a small number of nitrifying flora present that a long period of time is 
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need~d to produce enough organisms so that their presence can be shown in 
oxygeq µptake data. 
Ruchhoft, Plaoak, and Ettinger (12) presented data using different 
dilutions of the same sewage. The dilution water used was that described 
by Lea and Niqhols (13). This water contained (NH4)2S04 as nitrogen 
source. The data showed that oxygen utilization for the different dilu-
tions was (approximately) directly proportional to the concentration of 
sewag~ present. Also their work indicated velocity constants of 0.15 
rather than O.lO as reported by Theriault (2). They found tha t the 
first o~der BOD equation could be fitted satisfactorily to the carbon-
aceous BOD exertion for any selected period of observation. They felt 
that the velocity constant (k) and ultimate oxygen demand (L) only 
applied to the specific time and conditions of the observation. "Con-
sequently k and L values obtained for a short period of observation have 
little extrapolative value and cannot be used to estimate the expected 
BOD's for extended periods" (14). The Subcommittee on Sewage Treatment 
at Military Installations of the Committee on Sanitary Engineering of 
the N~tional Research Council (15), headed by Mehlman, submitted a re-
port in 1946. This report which included a comprehensive study on all 
pna~es of sewage treatment, ~resented the oxygen demand characteristics 
of a number of raw sewages from different military posts. When the 
first order BOD equation was applied to this data considerable variation 
in the rate constant (k) was found. The values ranged from 0.10 to 0.30 
with an average k of 0.18. This variability ink invalidated, somewhat, 
the usual assumption that the 5 day BOD was directly proportional to the 
strength of a sewage. 
Work using industrial waste as substrate has shown that the velocity 
of BOD exertion is not always directly proportional t o substrate concen-
tration (16). This has been referred to as a ''sliding scale" of BOD 
exertion (17). In such cases it is generallr observed that the highest 
dilution yields the pigher BOD va.lues--. Toxicity of the waste and accli-
mation time have been c;i.ted as the reasons for this departure f rom 
"normal II BOD exertion. 
Mills and Stack (18) investigated the use of acclimated seed to 
determine the biochemioa.l oxidation load of an industrial waste. They 
found significant differences in tpe reactiveness of accl imated and non-
acclimate~ seed and they felt that the values obtained using acclimated 
seed were more representative of what is found in na ture. 
Butterfield (19) studied the growth of bacteria at substrate con-
centrations usually existing in sewage. He observed that for each con-
centration of substrate used, multiplication of cells takes place for a 
cert&in period (usualiy 48 hours) and then is checked . The number of 
bacteria rerna.ins fairly constant after the peak number hes been reached. 
For each concentration of substrate there was a maximum bacteria popula-
tion. Butterfield used dextrose and peptone as substrate. The growth 
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of Bact. aerogenes and a small sewa.ge coccus were studied in pure culture 
in his investigation, 
Butterfield, Purdy, and Theriault (20) studied the relationship 
between protozoa, bacteria, and oxygen uptake. They found with pure cul-
tures that cell multiplication ceased after a few days but cell numbers 
remained fairly constant after the maximUII). number w~s reached and that 
this reduction in activity was reflected in the oxygen uptake . Oxygen 
depletion produced by the growth of the protozoa Colpidum in the absence 
of bacteria was only a small portion of that observed in the presence of 
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bacteria and pl~nkton. In a mixture of bacteria and Colpidum they observ-
ed a rapid increa~e in bacterial numbers to a limiting number of about 
7 x 106 organism/ml during the first 24 hours. The Colpidum increased 
slowly requiring 3 to 6 days to reach their limiting number. As the 
Colpidum approached this limiting number the bacteria count began to de-
crease. This decrease continued even after the Colpidum reached their 
peak numbers and started to decrease. The oxygen uptake proceeded at a 
rapid rate while the bacteria were increasin~ in number and oxygen uptake 
continued not only after their limiting number had been reached but also 
after the limiting nl)IIlber of Colpidum was observed. 
B~tterfield and Wattie (21) found that a lag in oxygen uptake could 
be due to a small number of bacteria present a t the beginning of the test. 
In their study an increase in initial cell numbers decreased the l ag in 
oxygen uptake. 
ijeukelekian (22) investigated the effect of dilution on bacterial 
numbers. He used sewage as substrate and phosphate buffered dilution 
water. He fo~d as did Butterfield (18) that there was a relationship 
between food supply and maximum cell numbers. He presented curves re-
lating bacterial numbers, dissolved oxygen, substrate concentration, 
and time. At substrate concentrations of 2.0, 2.5, 5.0 and 10 percent 
sewage there was a change in the kinetics of the dissolved oxygen curve. 
Heukelekian did not discuss ~his occurrence. 
In 1954 Tidwell and Sorrels (23) working on a short term BOD test 
gave data, us~ng Ps. aeurginosa as seed material, which showed that the 
BOD of a given sewage varies not only with the a~ount of organic matter 
present, but also with the number of organisms capable of oxidizing that 
sewage and not with the total number of organisms present. Their BOD 
curves indicate a plateau which corresponds to the apparent peak in cell 
population. The tests were of a short time period and cell numbers had 
not decreased much below the maximum number. 
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Hoover, Jasewicz, and Forges (24) observed diphasic oxygen uptake 
using milk waste as substrate. They described these two phases as; first, 
the rapid growth of cells with assimila tion of available nutrients into 
cells; and second, slow endogenous respiration in which the cell oxidize 
their own protoplasm slowly ip order to obtain energy for maintenance in 
absence of available exogenous nutrients. 
Buswell, Mueller, and Van Meter (25) described the BOD exertion curve 
as having two parts, one correspQnding to cell multipl ication and the 
second associated with a resting or a dying ~ulture. They did not think 
that either stage could be described by first order kinetics. 
Zehnpfenning and Nichols (26) also felt there is diphasic oxygen up-
take during BOD exertion. They state that the first phase is controlled 
by substrate concentra tion and the second stage is determined by the num-
ber of bacteria and by the reproduction rate of these bacteria rather 
than substrate concentration. 
Lea and Nichols (27) have s hown data relating oxygen uptake and pop-
ulation dynamics. Their experiments were ione over a five day period. 
In al~ of their experiments the population count curves have the same 
shape as the BOD exertion curve. Both appear to follow decreasing rate 
first order kinetics. 
~usch (2~) and Busch and Myrick (29) (30) working on a short term 
BOD test obse-rved a diphasic reaction separ a ted by a l ag or pla teau. 
The first stage according to BU$ ch represented the conversion of the 
available substrate into cell material and intermediate storage products. 
The second st~ge consisted of the endogenous utilization of t he stored 
decomposition products. Oxygen depleted in excess of that required for 
thi~ activity was attributed to predator activity. It was felt tha t a 
l a rge number of protozoa in the seed inoculum "masked" or covered up the 
plateau, The plateau was observed in synthetic and domestic sewage, 
glucose, glutamic acid, and a mixture of glucose and glutamic acid. He 
had no data on population dynamics. 
Tisivoglou (31) reported the plateau in studies using Kanauka River 
water. This river receives both domestic and industrial wastes. 
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Lee and Oswald (32) compared the number and varieties of organisms in 
seeds and related these Qounts to the BOD exerted. Their oxygen uptake 
rate curves showed a rapid uptake followed by a sharp decrease. This 
was due to three phases in cell growth. The first phase consisted of 
a rapid increase in respiration, indicadng rapid assimilation e>f nutri-
ents and cell growth. Whether cell division took place could not be 
determined. It was considered that although cell division took place 
the cells remained in clumps and therefore appeared as single cells in 
colony counts. The second phase was the dispersion of the clumps result-
ing in high cell counts. The third phase was claimed to be one in which 
the cells having finally dispersed and failing to find a new source of 
nutrients rapidly died giving rise to the decrease in both cell numbers 
and respiration rate. Sterile sewage was used in their investigation. 
McWhorter and. Heukelekian(33) h~ve obt~ined the plateau in the War-
burg apparatus using various suostrate concentrations (100,500, mg/1 
glucose) anq 0.5 ml settled sew~ge seed. Potassium nitrate was used as 
the nitrogen source. No lag or plateau oceurred in systerr~ with substra"te 
oorwen"tra "tion 01· 1000 1:1.c1d 2000 mg/1 glucose. They observed for "the sys"te.m 
exhibiting the plateau tha t while the increase in substrate concentra-
tion increased oxygen uptake, the accumulated uptake a t the plateau ex-
pressed as percent theoretical oxygen demand was the same for both 
systems. They also investigated the effect of predators. Ox) gen uptake 
curves for sonicated and normal seeds did not diverge until 45 percent 
of the theoretical oxygen demand had been exerted. Since this was above 
the plateau value they concluded that the disappearence of the plateau 
with increasing substrate concentration could not be solely attributed 
to changes in the predator-bacteria ratio. 
Wilson and Harrison (34) have observed a very slight pla teau in BOD 
exertion curves for chemical plant liquors subjected to various degrees 
of treatment. Gaudy, Bhatla, Abu-Niaaj (35) (36) have expressed doubt 
that the plateau shown by Wilson and Harrison (34) is identifiable with 
the type of phenomenon demonstrated by Busch (28), by McWhorter and 
Heukelekian (33) and by Gaudy etalo(35) (36), Gaudy and Bhatla (37). 
However, Wilson and Harrison (34) have shown a plateau that is similar 
to the one shown in the works cited above. Using a pure culture and 
phthalic acid substrate the y measured oxygen uptake in two systems con-
taining different amounts of initial seed inoculum and concluded that 
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the number of cells present determined the magnitude of the second stage. 
Abu-Niaaj (38) observed the plateau in his research using gl ucose as 
s~bstrate. In one experiment with nutrient broth substrate there was no 
plateau. A relationship between the plateau and cell popul ation dynamics 
was found. Abu-Niaaj observed that the peak in population occurred at 
approximately the same time a s the platuea. 
Gaudy, Bhatla ~ and Abu-Niaaj (35) (36) and Gaudy and Bhatla (37) 
demonstrated the plateau using sewage seed, acclima ted hetrogenous seed 
acclimated hetrogenous cells harvested at the end of log growth phase , 
a~d acclimated Escherichia coli seed inoculum. Substrates used were 
glucose, sorbitol, ribose, and mixtures of glucose and ribose, and of 
glucose and sorbitol. They concluded that the plateau was independent 
of the type seed employed in their studies. Under normal seeding con-
ditions and substrate concentrations the first phase of oxygen uptake 
corresponded to a rapid increase in cell numbers. The range of maximum 
n~bers of cells corresponded to the plateau. The second stage of oxy-
gen uptake corresponded to a decrease in cell numbers . The duration of 
the maximum cell density corresponded to the severity or length of the 
plateau~ Four theories were presented explaining the existance of the 
p~ateau. The main idea in all four was similar, the plateau is caused 
by a change from the metabolism of the original exogenous food source 
to metabolism of the new food sources produced by the cells. This 
cnange may require an acclimation period which is mirrored in the 
oxygen uptake. 
Observed BOD Kinetic Curves 
The major BOD kinetics have been classified by Gaudy, Bhatla , and 
Abu-Niaaj (35) (36). These a r e shown in Figure 1. These are: 
1. First order decreasing rate which was shown by Theriault (2). 
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2. The autocatalytic curve which has a lag in the early portion of oxy-
gen uptake. This lag is not necessarily a lag in bacterial activity, but 
in order to use a first order decreasing r a te mathematical expression it 
must be treated as a lag. 
3. The multiphase curve which was shown by Hoover, Jasewicz, and Forges 
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4. A cutive with a plateau separating two first c:,,rder curves, which was 
shown by ~usch (28). 
~urpose ang Scope of the. Present Investigation 
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The purpose of the research herein reported was to investigi1te the 
effect pf substrate concentration and the effect of initial seed inoculum 
o~ the diphasic nature of BOD progression and to study the occurrence of 
diphasic BOD exertion in whole wastes. This later aspect is of particu-
lar i~portance, since most of the research to date on this phenomenon 
has been accomplished using synthetic wastes. The experimental work was 
divided into three parts, These divisions covered: (1) effect of sub-
strate concentration, (2) effect of initial seed inoculum, (3) type BOD 
exertion obtained using various complex substrates. 
CHAPTER.I;[ 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
BOD Determination 
-... ·I 
Reagents to~ deter~nat;ton at BOP and ~issolved oxygen were those 
descr~be~ in Sta~datd Mevrgds ~ the Exa~i;[¥!tio~ e,t ~ and Waste -
liater,(lO}, 'l'he Alsterberg modification of the Winkler method was used 
for dissolved oxygen determ:lnation. The sodiQID, thiosulfate was stand.-
ar~i~ed with biniodate each day it was to be used. One ml of each 
dilution water reagent w&s added to each liter of deionized dilution 
w~ter. This i~ the amount speoif:led in Standard Methods. 
', I.. ,'I 
This gives 
0.445 m~ 0£ nitrogen per liter of dilution water~ AocorcUng to Rao and 
Buseh (39) there is a deficiency in ~itpogen requirements if over 8.06 
mg/l glucose is used. This will be discussed i~ a latter section of 
this thesis. 
Petetmiootion gt viable Bacteria Population 
Viable bacteria cotXnt esti~tes were obtained by the spot plate 
s~faee counting technique (40). A 0.08 ml sample was placed (four 
spots of 0.02 ml each) on the surface of a suitable growth medium con-
taining agar. The bacterial numbers are determined by counting the 
number of colo~ies th~t grow from the sample. Du~licate plates were 
made of all samples. Nutrient agar (Difeo) was ~ed for all estimates 
of bacterial numbers. This method has been used by Gaudy, Abu-Niaaj, 
l; 
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and Gaudy (40) and McKinny, Langleyf ~nd Tomlinson (41) and has proved as 
reliable and slightly more apcurate than the pour plate method for aerobic 
organisms, A recent statistical study has shown the distribution of 
col.lnts to be Poissonian (40). 
Seed A-Acclimated Seed 
This source of seeding material was obtained from the effluent of a 
laboratory batch operated activated sludge unit. The system was fed 
o~ce each 24 hours with the same material to be used in the BOD experi-
ments, Before feeding, one-third of the mixed liquor was wasted, the 
remainer was allowed to settle for one hour at which time one-half of 
the remaining liquqr was wasted. A portion of this wasted effluent was 
used as seeding :inaterial. The batch activated sludge was developed from 
sewage seed from the Stillwater, Oklahoma, sewage treatment plant. 
Seed B-Washed Acclimated Seed 
In some experiments the seeding material w~s obtained from the acti-
vated sludge batch t;U:1it as .fo:r seed A, however, the cells were h,srvested 
by centrirugation, These cells werE;l washed once in 0.05 M phosphate 
buffE;ir and used as seed material. This type seed was used in experiment 
4 to observe the difference of oxygen exertion between washed seed and 
unwashed seed~ In the seed concentration studies t~e high initial bacter-
ial numberis inoculum was washed to reduce substrate carry over. This was 
also the reason the cells were washed in Part 3. 
Seed C-Sewage Seed 
This source of seeo.1.ng material was obtained from the primary clari-
fie~ effluent at the Stillwater, Oklahoma, mµ.nicipal sewage treatment 
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plant~ A sa~ple was obtained from the plant approximately one~half hour 
be;f'ore u:;se inany particular e:x;pE;trixnent. The;, effluent was allowed to 
stand under quiescent conditiQns during this time~ The top most portion 
was drawn off and used to seed the dilutipn water. 
S Ja.RS tra tes 
' . . ; 
The exogenous oa.t;"bon source for Part 1 and 2 of' these studies con-
sisted of glucose in varying concentrations. In Part 3 the following 
car~on sources were used, neutral sulfite se~ichemical puJ,ping liquor, 
Kraft black liquor, Kraft mill effl~nt, sterile sewage, and nutrient 
broth, All seed types except the sewage seed were thoroughly acclimated 
to the carbon source to be used in the experiment. Batch acclimated 
seed was ~rown in a medium containing 1000 m,/1 glucose or approximate-
ly 1000 mg/1 BOD pulp mill waste, The amounts of inorganic salte used 
wer~ (aonaentration in mg/l); (NH4)2so4 , 500; ¥i.gS04 • 7H2o, 100; Fec13 • 
6H20, 0.5;_ MnS0,4 • H2o, 10; CaOl2, 7.5. These components were dissolved 
in o~Ol M pota~sium phosphate buffer, pH 7.0 containing 100 ml of tap 
water per ll,ter. 
Experimental Prot2col 
I . 
Standard dilution water was equilibrated in a 20°0 constant temper-
ature room for 24 hours and aeration was begun 30 minutes prior to 
preparing BOD's for incubation. For each different system to be studied 
in a particular experiment• replicat~ rortions of dilution water were 
taken, Inorganic salts, seeding material, and substrate in the required 
concentrations were added. Organic substrate was withheld from those 
portions used for the seed bottle. Both seed and. seed plus sample flasks 
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were yigoro\lely stirred and BOD bottles filled i.mm~di~tely. Samples of 
all ~ystems wex,e .. w.ken. to determirie ini. ~ial dis~olved oxygeij an~ initial 
viable bacteria population. BOD bottl~s were incubated at 20°·c. under a 
water seal. BOD b_ottles were remov9-d periodically fa.I' determination of 
dissolved o~ygen remaining and ehanies in cell nUlllbers, Samples for 
measµri~g the viable cell population were obtained by carefully withdraw-
ing 1.0 ml from BOD bottles immediately prior to adding Winkler's 
disso~ved o~ygen reagents. Appropriate dilµtions were made using sterile 
distilleo. water. These d:l,lutions were plated and incubated at 37°C. 
for 24 hol,l!'s before coun~ing. It had been shown by preliminary study 
that dissolved o~ygen values were not affected by the extra manipula~ 
.t~on required in withdrawing 1,0 ml before ~dding the dissolved oxygen 
reagents. A study was also ma.de by Gaudy et ai.(35) which obtained the 
same res~ts. The exp~r;!Jnental protocol used in these studies was the 
same as that previously used the 0, s. U. Bio~engineering laboratory 
(35) (36) (37) (3$). 
CHAPTER II:t 
RESULTS 
Part l. J!jffe·ct Qt, Substrrate ConcEJmtration Q!l §.QQ Kinetics ~ Bacterial 
Q.:rQWth. 
ln this study glucose in various concentrations (2, 5, 8, 12 mg/1) . 
was us~d and ap attempt was made to maintain the same initial bacteria 
population in all experim.ente;. Seed was obtained from the activa.ted 
sludge batch unit. In general seed type A was used. Experiments 1 and 
2 (Fig. 2, 3, 4) show results of studies using 2, 5, 8 mg/1 glucose sub-
strate, The intia.l bacteria wopulation was approximately 1.3 x 104 
orgar;i.isWml in experiment 1 and 2.0 x 10 .3 in experiment 2. A.11 the 
conQent.rations show plateaus or.changes in kinet~cs before correction 
was made for the o~ygen uptake in the seed system. The net 2 mg/1 curve 
in e~periment l did not exhibit the plateau since it was masked by the 
' 
plate~u in oxygen uptake in the seed system. The rapid rise in oxygen 
upta~e in the seed at 60 hours caused an apparent decrease in net oxygen 
uptake in the 2 mg/l system in experiment 1 (see oxygen concentration at 
72 and 84 houri:,). The oxygen values at.60 hours on the net 2 mg/1 curve 
and at 84 hours on the net 5 mg/1 curve in experiment 1 were not given 
the same weight as the others because in the gross curves (Fig. 4) these 
were clearly not representative of the BOD exertion. 
BOD e~ertio~ curves in experiment land 2 are similar. Comparing 
the BOD exertion curves to the viable bacteria countsJ it is seen that 
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the peak or range of maximum bacterial numbers corresponds to the plateaµ 
or the break in oxygen uptake. The rapid increase in cell numbers oorre-
~PQ~ds to a rapid increase in oxygen uptake. The die off or decrease in 
cell numbers corresponds to a second rise in oxygep uptake. 
Experiment 3 (Fig. 5) was run using 12 mg/1 glucose substrate. The 
initial bacteria population was approximately the same as in the previous 
two experiments. There is little evidence of a plateau, however, there 
is a slight change in kinetics at eo hours. This break corresponds to 
th~ point of maximum cell numbers. This curve could easily be drawn as 
a smooth autocatalytic curve which is usually cited as a typical "lag" 
BOD curv~. 
Experiment 4 (Fig. 6) was run using 8 mg/1 glucose substrate. Type 
B seed was ueed. This seed was obtained from the activated sludge batch 
µnit and washed once in 0.05 M phosphate bl,lffer solution. The initial 
cell population was approximately 1.0 x 10~ This seed produced an oxy-
gen uptake curve similar to the seed used in the previoUl:I three experi-
ments. The seed was obtained just prior to the time that substrate was 
added to the unit. Substrate was added once every 24 hours, therefore, 
a large amount of substrate carry over would not be expected either in 
the washed or unwashed sample and both should exhibit similar oxygen 
uptake cu;rves, which they did. However, it is seen that there was some 
increase in viable population (approximately 150,000 organism/ml). This 
aspect will be discussed in a later section. The gross BOD curve ex-
hibited a plateau which occurred at the same time that cell growth 
reached its ma,ximum density. The seed showed the same characteristics. 
The second rise in oxygen uptake corresponded to the die off of bacteria. 
This second rise in the seed caused an apparent decrease in oxygen uptake 
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~ 
in the net curve. 
Tne ,ma.J9r points observed in Part 1 were.: (1) substrate concentra-
tion does not effect diphasic oxygen exertion; (2) the change in oxygen 
24 
uptake kinetics or the presence of a plateau corresponds to the range of 
maxi.mum bacteria density; (3) the rapid oxygen uptake corresponds to the 
rapid multiplication of bacterial numbers and the second rise in oxygen 
uptake corresponds to the die off of cells. 
f!ti & E~fect Qf Initial Seed Concentration Q!! :§.QQ Kinetics and Bacter-
ia~. !£rowth. 
This series of experiments (exper. 5 through 10, Fig. 7 through 12) 
deals with the effect of initial bacteria population in the seed inocu-
lum on the BOD ex~rtion. The initial bacteria population ranged from 
s~o x l02 to 1.0 x 107 organism/ml. In experiments 5 A and 5 B, 12 mg/1 
glucose substrate was used. The seed material (Type A) for these experi-
ments was obtained at the same time. 0.5 ml/1 of seed material was used 
in exp~riment 5 B. This yi'elded an initial population of 5.0 x 102 
organixm/ml. In experiment 5 A, 2.5 ml/1 seed material was used which 
yielded 1.9 x 104 organism/ml. Both the low seed and high seed system 
exhibited the plateau. The high seed system has a shorter lag period 
than the low seed system. The plateau is in the range of maximum cell 
numbers. The low initial inoculum systems (seed and seed plus sample) 
prodqced more cells than the corresponding high seed system. Reasons 
for such an occurrence will be discussed in a la.tar section. In ex-
periment 6 (Fig. 8), 12.5 mg/1 glucose substrate was used. The initial 
bacteria population waf;! 3.5 x 106. There was no plateau but a change 
in kinetics occurred at the point of maximum cell numbers. The large 
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take of oxyge:p. 
In experiment 7 A and 7 B (Fig. 9 and 10), 9 mg/1 glucose substrate 
was used. An inoculum of 0.5 ml/1 seed material (Type B) yielded an 
initial population of 3.0 x 105 organism/ml in experiment 7 A. The same 
seed inoculum but at a concentration of 2.0 ml/1 produced 1.3 x 1o6 organ-
ism/ml. The difference in cell numbers is shown in both the seed and 
gross BOD exertion curves, the more cells the greater the oxygen uptake. 
Both seed BOD curves show multi-phasic oxygen utilization. The gross 
BOP curves of both the high and low seed plus sample systems exhibited 
a plateau which corresponds to the range of maximum bacteria population 
density. The seed exertion characteristics in eAperiment 7 B masks out 
the p:;J..ateau of the sample system. The net curve does exhibit diphasic 
oxygen uptake .with the break at the point of max~um bacteria density. 
Experiments 8, 9, and 10 (Fig. 11 and 12) and experiment 4, Part 1 
(lig. (>) have a substrate level of 8 mg/1 glucose and cover a wide range 
of initial bacteria population. Seed type B was used in all four experi ... 
ments. lnitial cell numbers range from 1.0 x 103 to 1.0 x 107. Even 
though the seed was obtained at different times from the snme unit there 
was a difference in seed activity which can be seen in experiment 4 (Fig. 
6) and experiment 8 (Fig. 11). In this case the system with the lower 
amQunt of cells used more oxygen. Experiment 8 (Fig. 11) has three phases 
which correspond to the two peaks in the viable bacteria count curve. 
The oxygen values at 145 hours were not heavily weighed in dra.wing the 
curve since data taken beyond this time (see appendix) indicated that 
this particular oxygen value was probably in error. 
In experiment 9 (Fig. 12) the initial bacteria population was 5.0 x 
106 organism/ml. There is a rapid change in kinetics in the range of 
32 
ID./3.Ximum cell numbers with the .second phFJse corresponding to a die off of 
cells. Experiment 10 (Fig. 12) had an extremely high initial seed popu-
lation, approximately loO x 10 ~ and there was an immediate cell die offo 
Only three points were obtained before all oxygen in the BOD bottle was 
used. Using these three points the gross BOD exertion curve appears to 
be first order decreasing rate. It appears that the substrate present 
was used entirely for maintenance of the cells. The net oxygen utiliza-
tion curves in experiments 9 and 10 (Fig. 12) are much below that 
expected with a substrate concentration of 8 mg/1 glucose. 
The majority of the glucose substrate experiments were carried out 
beyond the times shown in the figureso The data beyond that shown is 
given in the appendix. 
The general occurrences observed in Part 2 werei (1) the initial 
population did not effect diphasic BOD progression as long as there was 
cell multi.plication; (2) the change in kinetics or existance of a plateau 
occurs in the range of maximum bacterial population density; (3) the 
rapid oxygen uptake corresponds to the rapid increase of cell numbers and 
the second phase corresponds to the de-crease or die off of cells. 
~ l ~ Kinetics ~d Bacterial Growth !biing Com£lex Substrate. 
A standard and reproducable complex medium was used in the first 
studies of the effect of complex substrates. This medium was nutrient 
broth which consists of Bacto-beef extract and Bscto-peptone. 
In experiment 11 (Fig. 13)$ o.625 ml/1 (5 ml in 8 liters) nutrient 
broth substrate was used. The nutrient broth solution had a 5 day BOD 
of 2,400 mg/1 and a COD of 6j535 mg/1. In experiment 12 (Fig. 14), 
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same nutrient broth that was used in experiment 11. The 5 day BOD could 
not be obtained because oxygen was depleted by the end of 100 hours. The 
BOD ~t lOO hours was 4,270 mg/1. The seed material used was Type Q 
(.::1ettleid sewage). The initial inoculum in both experiments was O. 25 
ml/1 which gave a bacteria population in the range of 1 x 103 to 1 x 104 
organism/ml. There was a considerable difference in the activity of the 
seeds. However, these seeds were obtained at different times from the 
ID'11licipai sewage treatment plant and the results obtained were typical 
of the wide variation in bacterial activity of a domestic sewage. Both 
expet":i,ments have a slight plateau~ but the curves could be drawn as 
smooth autocatalytic curves. The slight plateaus correspond to the 
range of maximum cell numbers. A sharp rise in the seed curve of experi-
ment 11 (Fig. 13\ caused the net curve to have an apparent decrease in 
oxygen uptake. (This is the reason the 5 day BOD is low. A 5 day BOD 
test was made at the same conc.entration of nutrient broth that was used 
in experiment 11. This gave a 5 day BOD of 4500 mg/l)o 
J:n exp!':lriment 12 (Fig. 14) j 347 ~000 cell/ml were produced in the seed 
flasks before any oxygen utilization was shown. However~ it has been 
calculated that production of approximately 5 x 10 5 cells/ml may be re-
quired to yield an oxygen uptake of Oo2 mg/1 (35)o There is a change in 
kinetics in the bacterial growth curve of the seed (experiment 12) and 
possibly a change occurring at the same time in the seed plus sample 
system. 
In experiment 13 (Figo 15) sterile sewage substrate at a dilution of 
40 ml/1 (320 ml in 8 liters) was used and seed type C was added in the 
amount of 0.25 ml/1. The sewage had a 5 day BOD of 155 mg/L Both the 
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uptake, There are two autocatalytic portions with the change occurring 
in the range o.f ma;ximum cell density. The second phase corresponds to 
the decrease in cell numbers. 
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In experiment 14 (Fig. 16) and 15 (Fig. 17) neutral sulfite semi-
chemical pulp liquor was used as the substrate. The neutral sulfite 
semichemical process is a fairly recent wood pulping process. The waste 
liquor used in these experiments had been employed to cook the wood pulp 
but had not undergone any recovery treatment process. This waste had a 
COD of .337 1000 mg/1 and a 5 day BOD of 29,360 mg/1. The amount of waste 
used in both experiments was 0.1875 ml/1 (1.5 ml in 8 liters). The 
initia,l sf;':led amount was 0.625 ml/1 of seed type B. This seed was accli-
, mated to the neutral sulfite semichemical waste liquor and washed once 
with 0,05 M phosphate buffer solution. The seeding material for both 
studies was taken form the same activated sludge batch unit but it was 
harvested at different times. In both experiments the initial inoculum 
was approximately equal but it is seen that there was a difference in 
seed activity shown in both the oxygen uptake and bacterial growth data. 
Both the ~et and gross oxygen utilization curves in the seed plus sample 
flasks for either experiment could be drawn as smooth curves although 
there arEil slight plateaus in oxygen uptake in both experiments. The 
plateau in experiment 14 (Fig. 16) is not as readily seen in the gross 
curve as it is in the net curve. This plateau occurs at the point of 
maxim:um cell numbers. The oxygen value at 62 hours wa.s not given the 
same weight as the other points since it is not on the curve produced by 
the general trend of oxygen utilization. However, this oxygen value 
corresponded to the beginning of an increase in cell numbers and could 
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ment l5 (F1,g. 17) occurs at the point where cell regrowth begins. Al-
though viable bacteria counts were not complete in eJCperiment 14 an 
after growth was indicated as in experiment 15 where after growth was 
definitely shown. 
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In experiments 16 A (Fig. 18) and 16 B (Fig •. 19) Kraft pulp mill 
waste was used as substrate. Black liquor and total mill effluent 
(dilute black liquor) were the two wastes used~ Black liquor is liquid 
that is removed after the wood pulp has been digested. The total mill 
effluent. is black liquor that has undergone a recovery process, and 
effluent from the recovery process is combined with washwater. The seed 
US(:)0. in these two experiments was acclimated to the black liquor. It 
was harvested and washed with 0.05 M phosphate buffer solution. The coh-
eentration of the black liquor was 0.1775 ml/1 (1.42 ml in 8 liters) 
which had a COD of e33,000 mg/1 and a 5 day BOD of 34,340 mg/1. The 
oxygen utilization curve (Fig. 18) exhibits a plateau at a 1)out the range 
of ma.xim'\lJn cell density. The seed shows very little oxygen uptake. 
There is a sharp peak in the bacte:rial count curve at 30 hours, at which 
time approximately 45,000 cells were produced. During t~is time there 
was no oxygen uptake. 
~periment 16 B (Fig. 19) was performed using the same seed material 
that was used in experiment 16 A. 26.66 ml/1 (213 ml in 8 liters) of 
total mill effluent was added to each liter of dilution water in the 
sample plus seed system. The COD of this w•,ste was 2520 mg/1 and the 5 
day BOD was 230 mg/1. The viable bacteria counts exhibit two peaks. 
The oxygen utilization curve of the sample system shows two autocataly-
tic curves separated by a plateau, The plateau occurs at the first peak 
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gen uptak~ ourve occurs. Oxygen uptake increased as the die off of cell 
progressed. 
F,xperiments of Part 3 ~how that diphasic oxygen uptake can occur 
;tn whole wa~te which represent fairly complex media as well as with vari-
ous single carbon sources and mixtures of two pure compounds. 
Several investigators have reported that the plateau occurs at about 
35 percept of theoretical oxygen demand (28) (33) (36). Table 1 shows 
th~ results of this type calculation for the present study. Such a cal-
culatton cou.J.d not be made for the complex waste studies. However the 
·twelve experiments for which such calculations was made the plateau 
occurred op the average of 37 percent of the theoretical oxygen uptake. 
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TABLE I 
PERCENTAGE OF Tf{EORE!ICAL OXYGEN DEMAND EXPRESSED AT THE 
PLATEAU OR CHANGE IN Kil'fETICS OF THE NET BOD CURVE .. 
, EXfERDlENT ' . THEORETICAL DEMAND AT PERCENT REiv'iARKS 
NUM!3ER DEMANP CHANGE THEORETICAL 
1 8.6 3.l 36 Fig. 2 
l· 5.4 2.8 42 Fig •. 2 
l 2.1 + Fig. 2 
\ 
2 s.6 .3. 2 37 Fig. 3 
2 5.4 ~.9 .35 Fig. 3 
2 2.1 + -- Fig. 3 
3 12.8 5,0 .39 Fig • 5 
4 s.6 3.2 ;,7 Fig. 6 
'A 12.8 4.4 34 Fig. 7 
5B 12.8 4.3 33 Fig. 7 
6 J,.3.2 4.a 36 Fig. 8 
?A 9.6 4.2 44 Fig. 9 
7B 9.6 3.5 36 Fig. 10 
e 8.6 3.0 35 Fig. 11 
9 8.6 + Fig. 12 
10 8.6 + Fig. 12 
Aver. 37 
+ No plateau. 
CHAPTER IV 
DISCUSSION 
The results herein presented show that diphasic oxygen uptake, dur-
ing exertion of carbonaceous BOD, exists in most cases. It was found in 
these studies that diphasic oxygen uptake occurs regardless of the type 
ap.d a111owit of' initial bacter;la :population ( as long as ce 11 mul tiplica~ 
tion occurs), initial 1;1ubstrate ooncentration, and type carbon source. 
Other worl;{e!t's have demonstrated the plateau or dipha1:1ic oxygen uptake 
using single carbon sources or mixtures of two carbon sources (28) (29) 
(.34) (.36) 07). Very little work has been accomplished using complex 
synthetic or whole wastes. The result~ of Part .3 show that the plateau 
o;c- diphasic qxygen upta,k:e does occur ueing complex substrates such as 
nutrient broth, domestic sewage~ and pulp mill wastes. 
The kinetics of oxygen utilization seem to depend upon bacterial 
population growth characteristicE? more than any other factor. No attempt 
was made to alter the type or concentration of' nitrogen source from thRt 
recommended in the standard 5 day BOD test. Even though Rao and Busch 
(39) in~ioated a deficiency in nitrogen requirements at glucose substrate 
concentration above 8.06 mg/1, it was felt that the nitrogen level was 
sufficient in the systems.herein studied even in cases where the initial 
glucose 9oncentration was above S.Q6 m~/1. Rao and Busch based their 
calculations on a 17:1 BOD to nitrogen ratio. Using standard dilution 
water in which 1 ml of buffer solution per liter of dilution water con-
tains 1. 7 mg/1 ml40l , the ,'i\Vaila.ble nitrogen content is 0.445 mg/1. 
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l'.p.is would allow a BOD up to 7-5? mg/l, Others have recommended a BOD to 
nitr<Dgen ra t:io o;f 20: l (42) . (43) • This ratio would give a BOD of 9. 00 
mg/J,,. wqich is approx:i,.mately the amc;,1.,mt of oxygen that can be dissolved in 
water at 20°0. In making their calculation Rao and Busch used an empir-
ical formula (C5H7NO~) for protoplasm whiph tney claim defines cell 
material ''reae,onably well", This empirical formula yields 11.4 percent 
nitrogen in the cell material. Assuming there is 16 percent nitrogen in 
protein, the cell material would be composed of 71~3 percent protein. 
Cell nie.teria.l may captain from 30 to 75 percent protein; this would 
plaee the protein value i~ tqe empirical formula considerably higher than 
the average (appro~i~ately 50%). Therefore~ this empirical formula 
leaves some doubt a.a to how 11.J;"easonably well'' it defines cell material. 
In most systems stucliect the maximµrn initial dissolved oxygen was appox~ 
i~tely 8,5 mg/1, Tnis is 0,5 mg/1 of useable dissolved oxygen below 
that which can be expressed as a BOD without causing nitrogen deficiency 
(using 20:1 BOD to nitrogen ratio), It is interesting to note the number 
of bacte~ial cells that could be produced from 0.445 mg/1 nitrogen. The 
weight of a bacterial cell (coccus qr a normal rod) may be estimated as 
2 x 10"'10milli~rams (35). If 50 percent of the cell is composed of 
protein ana the nitrogen conten~ in protein is 16 percent, tbe following 
calculations can be made: 
10 -10 ~ x 1P~ mg/cell x 50% protein x 16% nitrogen= 0.16 x 10 wt. of nitrogen 
in cell. 
0.445 mg/l nitrogen f 0,16 x 1010 mg nitrogen/cell= 2.78 x 1010 cell/1 = 
2.78 x 107 cell/ml. 
The ~ximum number of cells produced or used in any of the glucose sub-
strate experiments was 1 :x; 107. Based upon these considerations it was 
felt that nitrogen ooncentra t:i,o:n and th1,1.t of' other salts did not serious-
. ly af;fect the bacter:i,al growth characteristics. With all factors held 
constant except the substrate concentration, seed material, and carbon 
source it was shown that the plateaq or ch~nge in kinetics corresponds 
to the range of maximum bacteria population. 
In some systems there was a lag in oxygen uptake even though the 
bactEilria population was rapidly multiplyimg. Gaudy, Bhatla, and Abu-
Niaaj (35) have calculated that it may take 5 x 105 organism/ml to 
yield an oxygen uptake of 0.2 mg/1. This is generally found to be true 
both in seed and sample plus seed systems. A rapid increase in cell 
numbers (log growt~ phase) corresponds to a rapid rise in oxygen up-
take. A second rise in oxygen uptake corresponds to the die off of 
cell~. 
It appears that substrate was needed for maintenance in the systems 
with a high initial bacteria population. The systems with very high 
initit;il seed inoculum had a net oxygen utilization much below thr,t of 
systems having the same amount of substrate but '' normal " amount of 
initial seed material. This was shown in experiments 9 and 10 (Fig. 
12) 0 This could be the reason that more cells we.re produced :i,n the 
sampl.e plllf3 seed system with a low initial seed inoculum (experiment 
5 B, Fig, 7) than in the system with a higher initial seed inoculum 
(experiment 5 A, Fig. 7). More substrate was needed for maintenance 
in the more hE';lav,ily seeded system, and there:f'ore less substrate was 
available for the energy required to produce new cells. However this 
does not ~ully e~plain why the lower initial inoculum in the seed 
system grew to a higher popluation density than the seed in the higher 
initial populatiqn system. 
The results of experiments 5 A and 5 B (Fig. 7) and 7 A (Fig. 9) 
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apd, 7 ~ (Fig. 10) in wb,ioh lower initi('J.l inoeula, than that used for ex-
periments 9 4nd 10 show that even though there were different amounts of 
~powtb in the seed dilution flasks the initial seed popul4tion had little 
affect on the net oxygen utilization curves. The net oxygen uptake 
curve in experiment 5 A is almost identical to the net oxygen uptake 
curve in experiment 5 B, and the same is true of experiments 7 A and 7 
a. However seed oxygen uptake d9es not always exhibit the same kinetic 
oharaQteristios as .the oxygen u:pt1;1.ke in the seed plus sample systems. 
In som~ oasee the correction for seed ox:ygen depletion ma.sks the plateau 
exhibited in the gross oxygen uptake curves. In other cases the correct-
ion for seed oxygen depletion produces a plateau or even produces an 
apparent decrease i~ oxygen utilization that is not exhibited in the 
seed plus sample system oxygen utilization curve. Standat4 Methods (10) 
reco,llllil.!!!nds II setting up a series of seed dilutions and selecting those 
resulting in 40~70 percent oxygen depletions in 5 days." One of these 
is used to calculate the correction due to the small amoQ.nt of seed in 
the ~ilution water. To obtain 40 to 70 percent oxygen depletion in 5 
days without any sµbstrate available would require a very large bacteria 
:populatio;n. Therefore, if the §:t9,udard Metbods recommendation was follow-
. I ( I> 
ed th~ seed o~ygen depletion would be made for a large endogenously 
respi:tii~ biiiate.ril;l. population.· Using this re~omme:ndation the ratio of amount 
of seed iP the seed plus sam~le system to amount of seed in the seed 
control system is applied to the oxyge~ utilized by the seed control 
system. ~~e figure obtaineq is subtracted from the oxygen utilized in 
the seed pl"QS sample system to give the BOD of the waste. Considering 
the ma:Qy varied types of kinetics that occur in the seed systems and 
the affect of unus"Qally high initial seed inooulum, it would seem best 
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to start with a small number of cells which wouJ,.d u.se little or no oxy-
gen in the seed system SQ that the oxrgen utili~ation obtained from the 
seed plua sample system would be attributed only to the waste being studi-
ed and not be affected by oxygen utilized by an endogenously respiring 
bacter~ system. ~ore research needs to be done on endogenous respiration 
at iow population densities in order to resolve various aspects of the 
seed subtraction procedl.lX'e. In addition considerable research effort 
sho\lld be expended using natural populations in order to determine the 
consistency of endogenous respiration with and without the presence of 
an exogenous carbon souroe. 
It was generally shown by the ~esults of these studies that the 
pl.i:,i.teau or change in kinetics of oxygen uptake occurs in the range of 
ma~imwn bacteria density, It also was shown that the longer period of 
time that tbe bacterial numbers remained near the maximum population 
density the longer the duration or length of the plateau. Gaudy et al. 
(37) also have indicated this relationship. 
It is interesting t9 note that the plateau was smaller in the high 
substrate concentration systeme than in the lower substrate concentra-
tion systems. This trend was also bbserved by McWhorter and Heukele-
ld,an ( .33) for W~rburg studiel:l using very much higher substrate concen-
trations than those employed in the BOD teet. The kinetics and 
mechanisms of high energy systems such as those used in the Warburg 
apparatus nave ~lways seemed to hold for low energy systems such as 
those in the BOD bottle, The results reported herein do not prove or 
disprove the above statement. However they do indicate than more re-
search needs to be done to define the kinetic and possibly the mechan-
istic relationship between high and low energy systems, 
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The l'l(i:3t oxy~en uptake data (see appendix) from the 8 mg/1 glucose 
substrate run of experiment l were plotted on semilogarithmic paper (Fig. 
20) in o.rder to show the various kinetic phases which may e~ist during 
exertion of BOD. There are five phas~s shown. Four of the phases were 
first order or approached first order and the other phase was the plateau. 
The first phase was first order increasing rate which corresponds to the 
log growth of bacteria, This phase was followed by a portion thAt 
approaches first order decreasing rate kinet~cs. 'nle third phase was 
the plateau which was roilowed by two first order decreasing rate curves. 
This curve shows that the kinetics of BOD exertion could not be defined 
by just one matµematical relationship as is usually attempted~ The 
relatio~hip that defi~es the carbonaceous BOD as one continous firs~ 
order Q~c~eaeing rate ou.rve needs to be reveiwed and changes made so 
that a re)4tior.i.ship that truly exp~esses BOD exertion kinetics may be 
formed. 
~e results ofthe studies using oomple~ substrates were in general 
sinu.lar to the studies us;i.ng glucose substrate. The plateau or diphasic 
oxygen ~ptake has not often been opserved in studies employing complex 
substrates. However, there have been enough such reports to warrant 
serious 99nsideration of revised kinetic concepts of BOD exertion. 
Eoover, Jasewicz, and Porges (24) observed diphasic oxygen uptake using 
milk waste as substrate. Busch (28) observed the plateau using domestic 
apd synthetic sewage. (More dete.ll is given on these investigations in 
the Literature Reveiw section.) Eariler researchers such as Theriault 
(2) and Butterfield (19) ueed river water, sewage, an.d single carbon 
source oompouP.ds and did not observe diphasio oxygen uptake. This was 
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waste characteristics have changed over the ~ast s:l.x:ty years; the use of 
dilutio~ water that did not provide optimum bacterial growth condition 
becauee the needeq inorganic salts were not available in the dilution waters 
used; d;issolved oxygen determinations were ~de in most cases at 24 hour 
int~rvals which would .11'.lake it possible to overlook the plateau because 
data were not taken when the plateau occ1.1rred, 
The results of the studies on comple~ media (Part 3) can be divided 
ipto two groups; those with a well defined playeau and those with a slight 
J?latea.u, It was shown that the range of .maximUlll ba.cteria population 
corr~spon~e~ either to a change in kinetics or the plateau. The nutrient 
broth ~nd ;neutral sulfite sem:i,chemical pulp waste exhibit a slight 
plate~u but for all practical purposes the curves could be drawn as 
smootl:!. G'1%'Ves. The domestic sewage am;i two Kr.aft mill wastes exhibit 
well defi~ed platea~. The number of compoµnds in a wa~te seem to hav~ 
little affect on the p+ateau, The domestic sewage which had a well de-
fi~ed plat~au prpbably contained the most compounds of the four complex 
wastes studied. It certainly contained more than the Kraft mill wastes 
which exhibited a plateau, It would seem that the type of compounds pre-
sent hav, the ~reatest effect on the occurrence of the plateau rather 
than the n~ber of compounds present, 
Gaudy and Bha.tla (.37) have given four related theories explaining the 
exi~tenoe of the plateau. The fi~st theory assigns one cause for the 
plateau to be d, ue to the change it!, predominating organisms. Howev·er, 
they explained that this oannot be the gener~l o~use of the plateau be~ 
oause studies uaing pure cultures have als(:l e:ichibi ted the plateau (.34) 
(.36). 
The second theory cites the cause of the plateau to be due to an 
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acclim.a;\:,ion period. Beca,use of the different structural configuration of 
th,e origi:p.al substrate and released pellu;l.ar components such as lysis 
products an acclimation period may be required to $ynthesize new enzymes 
to metabolize the new substrates. 
Another possibility which is given in the third theory is that an 
acclimation period is needed before the cells can use certain storage 
products for energy. The length of the plateau and its existence in 
a system in which cells do not die but lose their ability to replicate 
would depend upon the nature of the storage products and the induction 
time required for producing the necessary enzymes. 
An acclimation period required for the induction of enzymes to initi-
ate metabolism of new exogenous compounds is the explanation of the 
pl~teau given in the fourth theory. The new exogenous compounds were 
produced during rapiq metabolism o:f the original carqon source. Some 
cells release intermedi~tes into the medium rather ~han channeling all 
the substrate into storage proo.ucts. 
~n evaluating their results the above authors felt that the change 
in ~inetics is due to a period in which the cells accli:rnated to stored 
intracelli.µar products or to exogenous by~~roduats after the exogenous 
carbon source or sources have been utiiized~ Concerning the decrease 
in via.tile bacteria count during the secc;md stage of oxygen uptake, the 
al'!liount of by-p.roduci;,s or stored intra.cellular products are probably 
not suf;fic:i,ent to maintain the large number of cells produced by the 
original substrate$ therefore, a decrease in cell numbers occurs. This 
decrease in cell numbers does not necessarily indicate a decrease in 
cell respir1:ttion or activity. This is seen in the occurrence of a rapid 
rise in oxygen uptake after the plateau. 
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The presen.t study was not oonoerned with the f'\ll"ther deliniation or 
gener~lized theory of ca,µsat:ton o:t' the plateau; the:refi;,re,,the biochemical 
meo~nism or mechanisms responsible .for the plateau or change in kinetics 
cannot be determined beyond that which can be postulated from observed 
oxy~en uptake and population dyna~ics. And on this basis the author is 
in general accord with the theories or causation given by Gaudy and 
Bhatla (.37). 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The effect of substrate concentration, effect of initial bacteria 
popu:)...ati~n and effect of complex wastes on the diphasic nature of BOD 
progresaion and on baeteri,al growth were ~tudied. From these studies 
the tqllowing ooncl~ions were ma~e. 
l, The occurrenQe of diphasic oxygen uptake in BOD progression is 
independent of',' the type 43 ubstra te "Q.Sel<;\ • T,he type compounds present 
rather than the number of compounds seem to have some effect on the 
lengtb or oecurrence of a ple.teau. 
2, Under seeding condit~ons where there is an increase in cell 
n\llll.bers 1 th~ first phase of oxygen uptake corresponds in general to a 
log growth phase of cell multiplication, th~ change in kinetics of 
oxygen uptake corresponds to the period oi maximum cell number, (the 
4uration of the plateau or change in kinetics depend~ on the period of 
time tqe cell numbers remain near the ~ximum, population), the second 
phase of oxygen upta~e corresponds to the die off of cel~s. 
3. lt woul~ seem best to use a low inittal cell population inocu-
lum in the :SOD i;,eet so that the seed blank would ha.ve little or no 
o~ygen 1,,1ptake a.nd all oxygen q.ptake could be ~ttributed to that of the 
sample system. 
4, lhe mechanism or mechanisms causing the plateau or change in 
kinetics could not be clearly delinated from the reeults reported herein. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUGGESTJONS FOR FURTHER WORK 
To obtain more information from which a better understanding of BOD 
exertion can be developed, the follc;,wing reijearoh suggestions are given: 
l. ijesea.rch is needed to define the relationship between oxygen up-
take, cell popu.'l.ation, pre4ominating species, and sl,lbstrate removal in 
low ene~gy systems such as in the BOD oqttl~o 
~. :+t may be ad.visable to accomplish ';,ork with biological systems 
having a lower en,1;1.rgy level than HQrll1;,..i,lf used iu the BOD tes1;. This 
work may hel,p define the rela t~onship between the utilization of endo-
geno'\:1$ a~~ e~ogenous qarbon and may allow greater precision in making the 
seed subtraction. 
3. The mechanistiq and kinetic relationship between high and low 
energy biological systems needs to be investigated. 
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~ SEED . . 
TIME . DO . BOD . . . . 
Q 7 .. 6 0 
12 7.6 0 
22 7.5 0.1 
36 '1~4 0.2 
44 --- ---
6Q 7.4 0.2 
72 7.0 o.6 
84 7.0 o.6 
96 7.1 0.-5 
108 7-.1 0.5 
120 7-.0 o.6 
155 7.0 o.6 
264 6.9 0.7 
---
420 6.8 0.8 
480 6.8 0.8 
'l'ABLE I 
DISSOLVED OXYGEN AND BOD D.A'l'A, ETICP~R¥1EN71 
_ _:=_ __ _g_mg"a_-----_L_ __ --5~mgll ___ . ·-=-------8~Ing?I 
DO ,. BOD . NET l DO . BOD -· NET :: .J2Q __ L_ BO~-. . . . -
7.9 0 0 -7.9 {) 0 8.0 0 
7,.9 0 0 'l .7 0 .. 2 0.2 ?.8 0.2 
7~7 0.2 D.l 7.4 -0-.5 0.4 7.2 o.8 
-6,.8 Ll 0.9 6.7 1.2 1.0 5.8 2.2 
6 .. 7 L.2 --- 5.8 2.1 --- 4.8 3.2 
6.2 1.7 1.5 5.5 2.4 2.2 4.5 3.5 
-6.6 1..3 -0.7 5.2 2.? 2.1 4.2 3.8 
-------
6.6 1..3 0.7 4.5 3.4 2.8 4.0 4.0 
6 .. 1 1.8 1.3 4.9 3.-0 2.5 3.3 4.7 
6-.1 1.8 1.3 4.3 3.6 3.1 3.0 5.0 
6.0 1.9 1.3 3.9 4.0 3.4 3 .. 0 5-.0 
5.8 2.1 1.5 J.9 4.0 3.4 2.? 5.3 
5.6 2-.3 1.6 J.8 4.1 3.4 2.5 5--5 
5.4 2.5 1.7 3.4 4.5 3.7 2.2 5.8 
5.3 2.6 1.8 3.3 4.6 3.8 2.0 6.0 
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TABLE II 
VIABLE BACTERIA COUNTS, EXPERIMENT l* 
- .. -~ . -~-
" SEED 0 2 mi/1 • 5 mg/1 ; 6 mgll_ • • 1' : : COLONIES · : ORGANISM : : COLONIES: ORGANISM i 1 COLONIES: ORGANISM: : COLONIES: ORGANISM 
TIME : N : PER . PER ML : 1J : PER . PER ML ~ N -l PER . PER·ML : N : PER : PERML . . . 
: . PLATE : X 1000 __ : ____ -: __ PLATE ~~: X_ 1000 : . PLATE .. X 1000 . . PLATE . X .1.-0QO· . -- . ~ . . 
{) 3 l. 12~5 3 4 4.;.-s 3 1 !?~? 3 1 12.; 
12 .3 ]. 18 .. 7 3 l 6.25 3 0 ----- 3 9 106 
22 3 4 56.4 3 4 50.-0 3 6 75.0 3 9 106 
36 ~ 42 52 .. 5 2 65 -Sl .. 3 2 103 129 3 45 i6.3 
44 - TMC --- 2 51 63.8 · - 1'MC ----- 3 125 1560 
60 3 5 61.5 2 118 231 3 92 ll50 3 68 850 
72 2 220 276 3 80 1000 3 200 2500 3 186 2320 
-84 - TMC ---- - TMC ---- 3 65 815 .3 85 1060 
96 1 280 .35.0 .3 67 850 3 12; 1560 4 5 625 
.J.08 2 120 150 3 90 1120 3 61 764 4 8 940 
120 2 66 82.5 3 40 500 3 35 438 3 45 5-63 
155 2 280 350 3 25 313 3 .30 375 3 32 400 
264 2 100 125 3 15 188 3 20 250 3 55 688 
420 2 115 144 .3 20 250 3 35 438 3 70 877 r:i•· 
480 2 95 119 3 18 225 3 27 338 3 85 1060 
* N is equal to the dilution factor (10-N). TMC- Too Many To Count. °' \.,J 
TABLE III 
DISSOL'\TED OXYGEN AND BOD DATA, "EXPERIMENT 2 
"'''"' .. 
SEED 2 ma:/1 -5 m~/1 8 lllR:/1 
TIME • DO ~--:~_BOD __ :~_DO : BOD : NET _: BO . _ :__BOD __ : __ NET _: ~- DO -: BOD .. NET 0 . 
0 s.2 0 8.2 0 0 8.2 0 0 8.2 0 0 
19 :s.2 0 8.2 0 0 8.2 0 0 8.2 0 0 
28 8 .. 1 0 .. 1 8 .J. 0.1 0 8.1 0 .. 1 0 7.7 0.5 0.4 
4:3 8 .. 0 0.2 7 .. 5 0.7 0.4 7.8 0 ... 4 0.2 7 .. 1 1.1 0 .. 9 
52 7.8 0.4 7.4 o.s 0.4 6.1 2 .. 1 l.7 5.4 J.l 2.7 
58 7.8 0 .. 4 7.3 0.9 0.5 7.2 1.0 o.6 5.0 3.2 2.8 
69 -?.8 0 .. 4 7 .. 2 1..0 o.6 5 a . / 2.3 1.9 4.0 4.2 3.8 
80 7;8 0.4 7.1 J..l 0.7 5.8 2.4 2.0 3.7. 4.5 4.1 
93 7.7 0 .. 5 7.0 1.2 0.7 5.2 3.0 2.5 3 .. 2 s.o 4 .. 5 
120 7 .. 7 o.; 7 .. 0 1.2 0.7 5.0 J.2 2.7 2.8 5.4 4.9 
149 7.6 o .. 6 6.7 1 .. 5 0.9 4.8 3.4 2.8 2.8 5.4 4.8 
·-
197 7.6 o.6 6.6 1.6 1.0 4.6 3 .. 8 3 .. 2 2.5 5.7 5.1 
238 7 .. 6 o.6 ·6.6 1.6 1.0 4.8 3.4 2.8 2.3 5.9 5.3 
310 7.5 Q.7 6.4 1.8 1.1 4.3 3.9 3.2 2.1 6.1 5.4 
387 7.5 0.7 6.4 1.8 1.1 4.2 3.9 3.2 2.1 .6.1 5.4 ~ 
480 7.5 0.7 6.4 1.8 1.1 4.2 3.9 3.2 2.1 6.1 5.4 
-TABLE IV 
VIABLE BACTERIA COUNT, EXPERIMENT 2 
. SEED . 2 mgZ1 .. 2 mgz1 .. 8 mgll --0 . . .. 
: COLONIES : ORGANISM _: : COLONIES : ORGANISM _: : :COLONIES : ORGANISM : : COLONIES: ORGANISM 
TIME : N*: PER . PER ML : N : PER . PER ML : N :: PER . PER: ML ! ;N __ : PE,R _ . . PE:F,'.ML . -0 . .
PLATE . X l-000 . . :PLATE . X 1-000 :· . PLATE _ : __ X .1000_ ! . PLATE -0 X 1000 . . . .. .  • • 
0 2 3 .3~76 2 1. 1.25 2 2 2 .. 50 2 ~ 2.50 
l9 2 3 3.76 2 1 L,25 2 2 .?..5Q 
' ~ 
28 1 19 2.38 l 8 1.00 l 27 .3 ... 38 1 2.3 2.88 
43 1 101 12,;6 1 168 20.9 1 69 8.60 2 136 17.0 
52 l 90 11.3 2 22 22.5 1 125 lS.i> 2 5q 70.0 
58 l 12 L,5-0 2 10 12 .. 5 - --- ___ ,,,.. 3 1~ 150 
69 1 JS 4.75 2 18 22.5 2 15 18 .. 8 3 2 25-.0 
BO 1 99 12.4 2 15 lS .. 8 2 50 02.s .3 1 12.5 
93 1 62 7.80 2 8 10 .• 0 2 6 7.50 2 126 1~7 
120 1 140 1'7.D l .360 45.0 - Tl'llC ---- - TII..C 
149 2 13 16.2 2 180 2L.5 2 160 200 2 110 137 
197 2 9 11.2 2 25 31.2 2 125 15'7 2 220 275 
* N is equal to the dilution factor (10-N). TMC - Too 11..any To Count .. 
°' Vt 
~ABLE IV CONTINUED 
238 2 ll 13 .8 2 20 25.0 2 77 96,,.2 2 100 125 
310 1 00 10.0 2 .28 35,.0 2 110 138 2 128 160 
387 1 50 i>. 25 2 19 23~8 2 52 65.0 2 130 1~2 
480 1 36 4.50 2 I3 16,.2 2 22 27.7 2 14 17.5 
·~ 
TABLE V 
DISSOLVED OXYGEN, BOD AND VIABLE BA.GTERIA COUNT DATA, EXPERIMENT 3 
~F;P -- 12- mfiZL: ____ . _ : 
': . .: : -COL-ONIES : ORGANISM .: <O : : :: COLONIES : ORGANISM . . 
TIME . DO . BOD _. N* .: PER ·• PER NL : DO . BOD . NET .. N . PER . PER-ML . .. . .. .. . '" . -.. -· : . PLATE .: X 1000 .. . ~ -· .. PLA 'l'E : X 1000 . . . . . . . . 
0 8.,6 0 1 39 4.7-5 8.l> 0 0 l-8 '8 .. 6 37 -S.5 l .18 2.25 
19 8c6 0 1 12 1.44 8.-4 0 .. 2 D.2 1 14 1.:62 8~6 9 8....4 12 
31 
8.4 n.2 l 56 9.'65 8.2 0-.4 0.2 l 47 5.75 8.4 100 8.2 45 
43 
8 .. J 0.3 1. 115 1.3 .. l 7,.4 L2 0.9 1 246 30 .. 4 8 .. 3 95 7_,,4 240 
55 
-S .. .3 o., 1 228 27.8 1j.~ 2.8 2.6 2 95 103 8 .. J 2.30 :5.8 70 
67 
8.2 .0.5 TMC .3-.4 5.2 4.8 2 200 Zl.5 3.1 - ---- 3.3 240 
79 
7.,9 0 .. 7 2 60 52.0 2..7 5.,9 5.2 -2 240 3-50 7o9 2J 2.7 320 
95 
7.8 o.8 2 3'1 57-.5 2.0 6.6 5.8 2 101 142 7.8 53 2.0 125 
120 
7.8 o.8 2 -58 56.5 1.3 7.1 6.J 2 250 2.36 7.6 4-0 1.7 160 
146 
7.7 0.9 2 38 47.2 0.8 7.8 6.8 3 14 310 7.6 4.3 1.1 40 
*N is equal to the dilution factor (10-N). TMC- Too Many To Count. °' ...J
( 
TABLE V GON'l'INrJED 
194 7.5 Ll 2 29 33-.4· u.v 7.5 .29 0 .. 5 
269 ? .. 4 1.2 2 13 26.0 0.2 7 .. 4 22 0 .. 2 
7-'03 -
~ 1.1 0.1. 3.39 7.,4 l • .3 ~ 2 1-6 .16 .. 9 0.1 
'8 .. 0 6.:9 J 
8 .. 4 7 .. 2 .3 















DISSOLVED OXYGEN, BOD AND VIABLE BACTERIA c-om.rr DATA, EXPERIMENT 4 
SEED . a 111i/f . . . : Cot{)N!ES ~ ORGANISM ~ -- . . : COLONIE$: ORGANISM . -. . . . . 
TIME . DO . BOD . N* : PER . PER ML . DO . BOD .. NE'I' . N ·• PER .. PER "ML . . . . . .. . " . 4 . .. . .. PLATE . X lOOO .. .. . .. <> P-LATE .. .x 1000 ~ . . .. . . . -- . '* . - ll 0 8.5 0 1 l-0 L12 ,g.,5 0 0 ]. L."50 -8 13 
8 8 .. 5 0 0 64 o.so -s.2 0.3 0,.3 0 101 1.26 -----
18 8.4 Ool - TMC -- :8.1 0.4 0-.3 - TMC 
28 -8~ 2 0.3 0 200 2-.50 s.o 3.5 J.2 - TMC 
40 8.0 0.:5 2 110 U37 4.? 3.8 3.3 3 144 1680 12-0 124 
:51 8.0 0 ... 5 2 124 157 4.4 4.1 3 .. 6 2 540 675 126 
60 7.9 o.6 2 121 156 4 .. 4 4.1 J~5 3 90 1100 
130 86 
70 7.8 -O;? 
TMC 86 
1160 - --- 4,.4 4.1 3.4 3 100 
82 7 .. 8 0.7 2 72 88.9 4,.3 4.2 J.5 3 30 418 7-0 37 
107 7.6 o.B 2 12g 161 4 .. 1 4.4 3.6 3 63 813 130 82 
131 7.6 o.8 - -- ---- 4 .. 0 4.5 3.7 - TMC 
210 7.4 1.1 2 148 186 3.1 5.4 4.3 3 27 31) J..50 23 
.384 7.4 l.l 2 
120 
164 1.9 6.6 5.5 2 35 47.-0 142 40 
* N is equal to the dilution factor (10-N) • TMC - Too Many To Count. 
°' '° 
TABLE VII 
DISSOLVED OXYGEN, BOD AND VIABLE BACTERIA COUNT D~TA, EXPERIMENT 5 -A 
SEED :: J.2 mg/1 
: : : : COLONIES : ORGANISM : : : : ! COLONIES : ORGANISM 
TIME : DO : BOD : N* : PER : ·PER ML -: DO : BOD : NET 1 N :: PER -: PER .ML 
: -: -: ·: PLATE : _lClOOO __ : ______ -: __________ : ---~ : __ ·· _:_"PLATE : X 1-000 
-0 s.o O ~ 1f 18,.8 7.9 0 0 
12 8..-0 0 2 1i ll.9 7.-4 0.-5 0.5 2 ;~ 65 .. --0 
23 7.9 1).1 1 i!~ 29 .. 3 4.0 3-.9 .3.8 2 ~i: 250 
TMC . 1~ -35 7~8 0~2 - ---- J.5 4.4 4.2 2 6 160 13 
46 7 .... 8 '0.2 - '!'MC ---- 3.3 4.6 4.4 .3 13 §25 
60 7~8 0 .. 2 2 1~ 126 2~7 5.2 5.0 3 *l 883 
. 20 . 6 - 47 L -'11+ 7.8 0.2 3 26 288 2. 5 ... 3 5.l 3 53 e25 
68 230 
95 7.8 -0.2 2 65 83.l 2.1 5.9 5. 7 2 214. 27"8 
- J9 6 -6 180 118 7.8 0 .. 2 2 51 5 .. 4 1.8 .1 5.9 2 201 238 
68 200 
154 7.8 0.2 _ 2 63 _ 82.0 --- --- --- 2 197 248 















DISSOLVED OXYGEN, BOD AND VIABLE B!WTERIA COUNT DATA, EXPERIMENT 5 B 
SEED : 
: .: :: : COLONIES : ORGANISM : 
-: DO : BOD-: N*: PER _: PERML: 
• • • • PUTE _;_XlOOO; 
1 4 .s.-o .0 3 1 -0.-50 
8~0 0 
8..-0 0 
7-.8 :0 .. 2 
7.7 0.3 
7.7 0.3 































* N is equal to the dilution £actor (10-N). 
·: .: 




3 .. 5 4.5 







-: -: COLONIES-: ORGANISM 










6 .. 5 
































TMC - Too Many -To -Count. 
...J ..... 
TABLE IX 
DISSOLVED OXYGEN, BOD AND VIABLE BACTERIA COUNT DATA, EXPERIMENT 6 
SEED 0 12.2 mgL1 -· -COLONIES : ORGANISM : . . -· : COLONIES: ORGANISM .. . . 
TIME . DO ,. BOD ~- N* : PER -· PER ML . DO . BOD . NET . N . PER : PER ML . . . . -. . -· . . . . . PLATE .. X 1000 -• . . . -. PLATE . X 1000 " . . . . . -. . . . . 
3 280 3 280 
0 8.2 0 4 4 3500 8 .. 1 0 0 4 26 J-SOO 
4 1 4 37 
7 8_,.0 :Clo2 4 
J-6 
4000 3,.1 5.0 4.8 4 
67 7-64-0 28 55 
15 7.8 0.4 3 .304 .3660 2.3 5.-8 5.4 3 320 4250 281 .360 
22 7.,.5 0.7 3 
208 26.30 1.-S 6-.3 5.6 3 230 3360 212 J08 
29 7-..4 -o.B 4 29 · 3760 1..5 -6.6 s .. s 4 26 4180 Jl 41 
3-5 7.1 Ll 4 
15 2190 0~8 7.3 6.2 4 
16 2680 20 27 
41 6.9 1.3 4 
10 1570 0.7 7.4 6.1 4 22 2940 15 25 
73 6.6 1.6 .3 
63 788 0.4 7"'7 6.1 .3 129 1610 63 128 
53 6 • .3 1.9 3 42 556 -0.l 8.0 6.2 3 
74 975 47 82 




DISSOLVED OXYGEN, BOD AND VIABLE BACTERIA COUNT DATA, EXPERIMENT 7 A 
SEED : : :2 gll -. 4 .. . .: COLONIES: ORGANISM.: . .: . .: COLONIES :: -ORGANISM -. . .. . 
T1ME . DO . BOD .. N*: PER . PER ML .. DO . BOD: NET ..: N : PER : PER ML . .. . . " .. .. -"' . . PLATE+ . X lOOO .. .. . . • PLATE . X 1000 . .. . . .. . .. .. . . . 
0 8.J -o 2 161 201 8.J -0 0 2 151 310 
12 8.l 0.2 3 39 494 5.2 .3 .1 2.9 3 236 2950 
16 8.1 0..2 3 55 f:,57 4_,.8 3.5 3.5 3 370 4640 
23 s.o 0 .. 3 .3 Jo 4:56 4 .. 4 3.9 J.6 4 44 5510 
35 8.0 0.3 3 45 557 J .. -9 4.4 4.1 4 35 4190 
-47 =8 .. 0 0 .. 3 J 50 632 J.8 4.5 4.2 4 25 3190 
59 7.9 -0 .• 4 .3 66 825 .3.4 4,.9 4.5 4 23 -2880 
7J. 7.S 0.5 3 50 i:.25 J.l -5.2 4.7 J 67 8~.5 
84 7 .. 8 0.5 3 51 637 2.7 5.6 5.1 J 48 606 
95 7.7 -o .. 6 J 20 256 2 .. :5 5.8 5.2 3 28 ~56 
107 7.6 -0. 7 2 117 212 
120 7.5 o.s. - --- --- 2.3 6.0 5 .• 2 .3 10 138 
161 7.5 o.8 2 138 172 1."9 6 .. 4 5 .. -6 2 172 149 
209 7.5 o.s 2 167 208 1.7 6.6 5.8 2 154 134 
257 7.5 o.s -2 80 99.5 1.2 7.1 6.3 2 




DISSOLVED CXYGEN, BOD AND VIABLE .BACTERIA COUNT DATA-, EXPERIMENT 7 B 
SEED .. 9 !ill ·• . .. : -: COLONIES ·: ORGANISM : • . . : COLONIES : ORGANISM . . . . . 
TIME . DO . BOD . N* : PER PER ML .. DO .. BOD . NET .. N . PER . PER ML . . . . . . . . . 
... . : -· H,A.'1$+_ . X 1000 . . . . . FLA.TE -:. X 1000 . . . .. . . -· . 
0 8.2 0 3 107 1340 8.2 0 0 3 1-00 1240 
12 7.6 0-.6 3 1-69 2110 4-.4 3.8 3.2 3 103 1280 
16 7.5 0.7 4 19 2380 4,.0 4.2 J.5 4 49 6140 
23 7.3 0.9 3 158 1970 3.7 4.5 .3 .6 4 38 4'1-60 
35 7.1. Ll J 150 1930 3.2 5--0 3 .. -9 3 24? 3080 
47 7.-0 1.2 4 1-6 194-0 2.9 5-.3 4.1 4 28 3560 
-59 6.6 1.-6 3 78 · 948 2.2 -6 .. 0 4.4 4 14 1810 
71 6.3 1..9 3 -28 350 1-.8 6.4 4.5 .3 51 643 
84 6.2 2.0 J 36 -444 1~4 6 .. 8 4.7 - .3 50 625 
95 6.1 2.1 3 Z1 344 1.2 7.-0 4.9 3 15 l-81 
107 5.8 2.4 2 83 103 0-.'l 7.5 5.1 2 96 122 
120 5.7 2.; 2 167 210 -o. 7 7.5 ;.o 2 102 128 
161 5.5 2.7 2 128 160 0.1 8-.1 5.,4 2 193 168 




DISSOLVED OXYGEN, BOD AND VIABLE BACTERIA COUNT DATA, EXPEJiIMENT_ 8 _ 
s mitI .. ~.l!iW ... . . -· .. -: COLONIES~ ORGANISM: . . -· : COLONIES-: ORGANISM . . .. . " . 
TIME • DO . BOD . N* : PER +.: PER·ML : DO -: BOD . NET . N -: PER ~ PER ML . . -· .. .. . . • . PLATE : X 1000 . • _. " . PLATE . X l-000 . . . . . • .. .. . • . 
0 8-.3 0 2 ].26 157 8 .. 2 0 0 2 1.18 147 
7 8.3 0 2 39 49"'4 8 .. 0 0 .. 2 0.2 2 96 .120 
15 8.3 0 2 .31 J-S .. 2 7_.3 0.°9 0.9 2 304 386 
'22 8.2 {).1 2 206 258 5 .. 2 J.O 2 .. 9 3 168 2110 
29 7 .. 9 -0.4 2 342 543 4.8 3.4 3.0 4 29 3690 
35 a.2 0.1 2 207 2:32 4.6 J.6 3.5 4 25 ;060 
41 8.2 0.1 2 151 l-90 4.5 3~7 J.6 4 21 2630 
4"7 8.2 0.1 2 132 165 4.4 3 .. 8 .3.7 .3 115 2000 
53 8.2 -0.1 3 21 263 4.2 4.0 4 .. 9 .3 112 1570 
60 8.-2 0.2 2 78 97.; 3.9 4 . .3 4.1 J 193 2410 
72 8..,1 0.2 2 137 165 3.7 4 .. 5 4 • .3 .3 72 -906 
84 8-.l 0.2 2 126 159 2 .. 9 5.3 5.1 .3 53 663 
102 8.1 0.2 3 19 2.31 --- --- -- 3 47 707 
120 8.1 0.2 .2 81 101 2.7 5.5 5 • .3 2 1.37 170 
145 8,.0 0.3 2 61 ?6.4 1.8 6 .. 4 6.1 2 181 229 
135 5.8 
-..J 
210 7 .. 9 - 0.4 -2 110 2.4 5.4 2 179 22.3 \Jl .·. . ·- . N 
* N is equal to the dilution factor (10- ) • + Average of Two Plates. 
i'ABLE XIII 
DISSOLVED OXYGEN, BOD AND VIABLE BACTERIA COUNT DATA, EXPERIMENT 9 
SEED ~ a Y:&Z1 • 
: ... . : COLONIES: ORGANISM-: . . • : C010NIES: ORGANISM . . . .. • 
TIME . DO .. BOD . N* : PER +: PER ML .. DO. . BOD . NET . N 0 PER . PER ML . --. . . . . -. -0 . .. . " . PLATE : X 1000 . ,. . . .. PLATE .. X 1000 . . . .. . . .. . • . 
0 ?.8 0 4 -42 5-500 ~-7 1J -0 4 50 6500 
4 7.5 o.J 4 59 7500 4.7 J.O 2.7 4 87 10,200 
11 6.8 1.0 4 56 71-00 4.0 3.7 2.7 4 -85 10,200 
14 6.6 1.2 4 39 4750 3.6 4.l. 2.9 4 60 7430 
23 5.9 1.9 3 218 2830 2.7 5.0 3.1 3 264 3250 
33 4,.7 3.1 3 :84 1050 1 .. 2 6.. 5 3 .. 4 3 125 1500 
45 3 .. 0 4.8 3 77 950 0.1 -'7.6 2 • .s 3 121 1500 
1I'ABLE XIV 
DISSOLVED OXYGEN, BOD AND VIABLE BA-CTERIA COUNT DA TA, EXPERIMENT 10 
-SEED ~ s mgL1 
-· .. .. 1 COLONIES: ORGANISM: . . .. _:COLONIES: ORGANISM • . .. • . .. 
TIME . DO .. BOD . N* : PER +-: PER ML . DO -: BOD : -NET -: N .. PER - . PER ML . . . . . . 
... • . . PLATE .: X 1000 . .. --0 .. . PLATE -0 X 1000--· '"' . . . _. . -· . . 
0 7_.6 -0 4 121 15,800 7.-4 0 0 4 76 9500 
4 5.6 2.0 4 68 8500 3.4 4.0 2.0 4 61 7400 
9 3 .. 3 4.3 4 67 8100 1 .. 1 6.3 2.-0 4 56 7000 




DISSOLVED OXYGEN, BOD AND VIABLE BACTERIA COUNT D~.TA, EXPERIMENT ll 
,SEED . fflJTRIENT BROTH . . __. . : COLO.NIES - : ORGPJUSM _: . " .  ! COLONIES _: ORU~. NISM ... .. . . . .. 
TIME . DO . BOD " N*: PER+ . PER ML . DO . BOD . NET . N : PER : Pli'.R' ML . .. . . .. . .. .. - - -··-- ,,. ..... ,.-, ',,e,, ·• •' -· •'" . . -0:• . PLATE . ! 1000 . . .. : .. PLATE . X 1000 "' .. .. . . . . .. . . . 
0 .a .. 2 0 1 15 1 .. 94 s .. 2 -0 0 l 14 l.87 
5 8,.2 0 1 2 0.1-9 s.2 -0 0 l 6 -0.~9 
12 .s.2 -0 1 6 0 .. 75 8.2 -0 0 l 22 2.69 
2.3 8.2 0 l l.l~ 14 • .0 8 .. 2 .0 -0 l 107 13.4 
·-
31 8.1 O.l 2 127 159 7 • .S -0 .. 4 0.3 - TMC 
37 s.o 0.2 - TMC --- 7 .. .1 1.1 0.9 - TMC 
47 7.9 0.3 2 42 52 .. 5 6 .. 4 1~8 L,5 - TMC 
55 '?.8 0.4 3 . 20 250 6 .. 2 2.0 1.6 3 llO 1380 
60 7.5 0.7 2 1-59 199 6.1 2.1 1.5 J 12.3 15JO. 
72 7.2 1.0 2 166 20-S 5.9 2.3 1.3 3 99 1240 
80 7.2 1.-0 - TMC --- 5.9 2.3 1.3 3 130 1630 
86 7.1 1.1 3 55 688 5.9 2.J 1.2 4 32 4000 
95 7.1 1.1 3 51 638 5.7 2.5 1.4 3 98 1-Z)O 
103 7,0 1.2 - TMC --- 5.1 2.5 1-.3 3 113 1410 
119 6.9 1.3 2 269 336 5off7 2.5 1.2 3 149 1870 





DISSOLVED OXYGEN, BOD AND VIABLE BACTERIA COUNT DATA., EXPERIMENT 12 
, __ 
SEED . WTRIEMT BROTH . . . . : COLONIES : ORGANISM 1 . -• .: : COLONIES: ORGANISM . .. . .. . 
TIME .. DO . BOD -• -N* : PER . PER ML . DO . BOD . N?T . N . PER . PER ML . .. . 
PLATE4 
. . . . -- .. . . . . . X 1000 .. .. . . . PUTE : X 1000 . . -<> . . . . . . -------
0 8~2 0 1 296 3?-.0 8,.J 0 -0 1 25 J.19 
6 803 0 l 300 37-o? 8 • .3 -0 0 1 53 6.56 
12 8.3 0 1 TMC ---- 8 .. 1 0.2 0.2 1 400 50.0 
18 8 .. 2 0 2 2:52 314 7 .. 0 1.3 l.J 2 '!'MC 
24 8.2 0 2 280 350 6.5 1.8 1.8 .3 212 2650 
.30 -8.2 0 3 2? .338 5 .. 8 2.5 1.5 4 25 .3ll9 
36 8.1 0.1 2 284 355 4.7 .3 .. 6 3.-5 :5 2 2500 
42 8.1 -0.1 2 232 290 2 .. 1 5.2 5.1 4 32 4010 
4-8 8.0 Oo2 1 TMC --- 1.9 6.4 6.2 .3 TMC ···--
57 8.1 0.1 1 TMC --- L,7 6 .. 6 6.5 3 TMC 
72 8.0 0.2 2 246 3080 1..3 ? .. O 6.8 4 59 3780 
100 8.1 O.l 3 290 2620 0.1 8.2 8.1 4 J..6 2000 




DISSOLVED OXYGEN, BOD AND VIABLE BACTERIA COUNT DATA,. KxPERIMENT l.3 
SEED . STERILE SEWAGE . . _. . : COLONIES: ORGANISM-: . . . : COLO-NIES ~ -ORGANISM . .. . . . . 
TIME . DO . BOD . N*: PER+ -: -PEB. ML .. DO co BOD . NE'!' . N . PEH. . PER·-ML . . . -· .. -· . . . 
·.: . . . PLATE . X 1000 . . : .. . PLATE . k 1000 . . -· . . . . . . 
0 8.2 0 l 3 0.38 8.1 0 0 l 13 1.62 
lO 8_.,2 0 .. - ----- 7.9 0.2 0.2 1 92 11.5 
24 8.1 0.1 l 3 0.38 5.,4 2.7 2,,6 - TMC --·--. _,. ·• 
28 8 .. l 0 .. 1 l 43 5.38 5.1 3.0 2.9 - TMC 
33 8 .. 1 - 0,.,1 1 148 18.5 4 .. -8 J_.J 3~2 3 95 121-0 
38 8.1 -G .. l 1 200 25.0 4-.7 .3 .4 J.3 3 107 1340 
47 8.0 0.2 1. 122 ZJ-.8 4.4 .3. 7 3 .. 5 3 101 1260 
52 8.0 -0_.2 2 60 74.5 4--..1 4.0 3.8 .3 78 963 
57 8 .. 0 ·0.2 2 .34 4). .. 8 4.-0 4.1 3 .. 9 2 327 408 
62 8_.0 -0-.2 2 38 50.6 3.7 4.,4 L.2 2 240 300 
70 8.0 0.2 2 31 38.2 3 .. 3 4.8 4.6 2 52 65-.6 
120 8.0 0.2 2 69 86_.2 2.9 5.2 5.-0 2 20 25.6 
168 7.9 0.3 2 45 57 .. 0 2.2 5.9 5.6 ~ 91 _ 113 
288 7.9 0.3 2 79 99.0 1.6 -6.5 6 • .2 ,!. 82 102 
360 7.-6 0.9 2 36 45.0 1.4 6.7 6.1 ,!. 67 83 ... 2 
480 7.6 o.6 2 25 31.3 0.7 7.4 6.8 ,!. 37 4684 ...J '° - _- - -N * N is equal to the dilution £actor (10 ) • + Average of two plates. TMC - Too Many To Count., 
TABLE i:VIII 
DISSOLVED OXYGEN, BOD AND VIABLE BACTERIA COUNT D-ATA, EXPERIMENT 14 
___________ S_,_EED .......__ -: NEUTRAL· SULFITE SEMICHEMICAL 
-: : : _: COLONIES : ORGANISM -: : : · -: .: COLONIES .: ORGtNISM 
PER ML 
.: X 1000 
TIME : DO : BOD : N* : PER : PER ML : DO -: BOD : NET : N : PER 




























0 ... 4 
6 .. 5 


































120 7.,1 -0.9 2 3 3.75 
* N is equal to the dilution factor (lo-N). 



























































20 .. 0 
25 .. 5 












DISSOLVED OXYGEN, BOD AND VIABLE B,~C'I'ERIA COUNT DATA, EXPERIMENT 15 
SEED -. NEUTRAL SULFITE SEMICHEMICAL . 
--0 . : COLONIES _: ORGANISM :: . . : : COLONIES : ORG"~.NISM . . . . 
TIME . DO . BOD . N* : PER --0 PER 1vlL '" DO -· BOD . N"'T --0 N . PER . PER ML . . . . . . . . . . . . . . PLATE+ . X 1000 . . . -0 . PLATE . X iOOO . . . . . "' . . -0 . . 
0 803 0 - TMC --- 7.5 0 -o 1 480 60.2 
6 803 0 - TMC ---- 7.J -0.2 -0.2 1 TMC 
12 8.13 0 2 66 84.5 5o7 1.8 l.'8 2 209 621 
J.8 803 0 2 64 83_..2 5.1 2.4 2.4 2 TY.iC 
24 8.,2 0.1 3 11 144 4.-6 2 .. 9 2.8 3 73 -914 
30 8.2 0.1 4 1 125 4.1 .3.4 3.3 4 14 1820 
36 8.1 0.2 2 54 fli.5 Jo08 3.7 3.5 4. 15 1880 
42 8.2 0.1 2 56 70.0 3.7 3.8 3.7 4 4 -437 
48 8.1 -0.2 - TMC ---- 3_.6 3.9 3.7 3 35 1~63 
57 8.1 0.2 - 1.'MC --- J.2 4.3 L •• l 3 -60 752 
72 8.1 0.2 2 172 222 J.O 4--5 4.3 3 62 '176 
100 8.0 0.3 3 8 106 2.1 5.4 5.,1 3 16 218 
120 7.9 0.4 2 158 204 1.2 603 5.9 2 59 74.5 
192 7.8 0 • .5 2 134 167 1.1 6.4 5.9 2 57 71.4 




DISSOLVED OXYGEN, BOD AND VIABLE BACTERIA DOUN'l' DATA, EXPERIMENT 16 A 
~ . KIUFT BLACK LIQUOR _. . . . : -COLONIES c: ORGANISM : . . . .: COLONIES: ORGANISM .. • _. .. .. . 
TIME . DO _. BOD .. N* : PER ' : P.ER· ML . 00 . BOD : NEl' -0 N .. PER . PER·Jiil:. . . . • .. .. .. . . . . . PLATE+.: X 1000 . . . . . PLATE . X 1000 . . . . • ~ . . . . 
··-
0 s.z 0 1 113 13.:5 7-.5 0 0 1 6'5 8.1) 
-6 s..;~ 0 1 .47 j .. 87 7 .. 2 ~3 .o .. .3 l 53 6.13 
12 8 .. 2 0 - ---- --- 7 .. 2 O,.,J o ... J 2 "6 ?.50 
18 8.2 0 - --- ----- 7.2 0.3 o.J 2 10 12.5 
24 -8.2 0 2 21 26.2 7.1 0.4 -0.4 2 -'s 6 • .25 
31 s.2 0 2 "320 400 :6.-9 0.6 0.-6 2 104 )~ 
38 .8 .. 2 -0 l 3-0 3 .. 81 5.3 2 .. 2 2.2 - TMC 
45 8.2 0 - 'l'MC ---- s.6 2 .. -<J· 2.-<) - TMC 
5J. 8_.2 0 l 110 13-.7 4 .. 2 3 .. .3 3 .. 3 - 1'MC ----
-5? s.2 0 1 88 11.-0 3.·6 3.9 3.-9 - :TMC 
63 s.2 -0 1 107 .13,,.-4 3.5 4.-0 4.0 4 87 10,wo 
71 8 .. 1 0.1 - TMC ---- 2.8 4.? 4 .. 6 4 92 11,500 
83 8.J. .0.1 2 22 26.9 LS 5--.? 5.6 4 6~ · .. ·-a500 
96 8 .. 1 0.1 2 65 ·s1.2 l.6 5.9 5.8 4 87 10-.900 
120 8.0 .D.2 -2 65 B2..0 1 .. 2 6 .. 3 6 .. 1 4 78 9820 
192 7 .. 9 o., 2 53 64 .. 5 o.6 6.-9· 6.--6 4 36 5660 
264 7.9 0 .. .3 2 26 Jl..8 0.2 7.J 7.0 4 8 1000 




DISSOLVED OXYGEN, BOD AND VIA13LE BACTERIA COUNT DATA, EXPlffi.IMENT 16 B 
KRAFT MILL EFFLUENT 
I I :' COLONI~S; ORGANISM ~---
T ;cME DO BOD NET : N* PER : PSR ML 






















































































264 0,8 7.2 6~9 3 9 106 
* N is equal to the dtlutio~ tactor (10-N). 
+ Averag~ of two plates, 
TMC .... Too ~:P1 To Coµnt-
8.3 
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